
Blue Waters Dive Cove

Kuncizzjoni Street   Qala   Island of Gozo   Malta

phone:(00356) 2156 5626  mobile: (00356) 7953 6874

web site: www.divebluewaters.com 

email: info@divebluewaters.com

Price List 2013

Accompanied Shore Dive Packs Unlimited dive packs

1 dive € 25.00 6 days dive packs x 10ltr € 79.00

2-3 dives (per dive) € 23.00 6 days dive packs x 12ltr € 85.00

4 - 7 dives (per dive) € 22.00 6 days dive packs x 15ltr € 90.00

8 - 11 dives (per dive) € 21.00

12 dives or more (per dive) € 20.00 Minimum certification level to 

4 shore dive pack € 88.00 dive the Maltese Island without

8 shore dive pack € 168.00 a guide are Padi advanced

10 shore dive pack € 210.00 Cmas**, Bsac sports diver  

12 shore dive pack € 240.00 or equivalent.

The above rates include the instructor as a guide

use of weights and tanks. Full equipment hire (per day) € 16.00

Transport to the dive site and back is free. includes suit, bcd, regulator, mask, fins and boots. 

computer not included with full equip hire

Night dive supplement € 7.00

Boat dive supplement Full Equipment Hire (per dive) € 10.00

full day boat trip including lunch € 30.00

half day boat trip no lunch € 15.00 Courses

Try dive € 35.00

Gear Hire Rates DSD € 65.00

10ltr cylinder € 6.50 Scuba Diver € 230.00

12ltr cylinder € 7.00 padi open water course € 320.00

15ltr cylinder € 7.50 Adventure Diver € 195.00

Weights & Belt € 2.50 padi advanced diver € 230.00

Regulator+octopus+gauges € 5.00 EFR € 70.00

B.C.D. € 5.00 padi rescue diver € 300.00

Wetsuit 2piece (5mm) € 4.00 padi divemaster € 595.00

Mask, snorkel and fins € 4.50 scuba tune up (refresher) € 60.00

Torch (batt.not included) € 5.00

Computer € 7.00 The use of equipment, training, and certification 

are included in the price.  Transport is offered
The above rates are per day. for free.  It is a PADI requirement to obtain

the course material. This can be purchased

from the dive centre.


